SCORE SOME GOALS
AT YOUR SCHOOL THIS FALL

Who we are:

* The premier nationwide youth soccer organization.
* Over 650 elite coaches nationwide and early childhood specialists
* The most exciting and advanced soccer curriculum for toddlers to college-bound high school seniors
* An experienced and talented operation team

Soccer Passion

At Super Soccer Stars, we use the soccer ball as the vehicle to help children not only improve their soccer skills, but also develop self-confidence, improve gross motor skills, hone socialization skills and the development of physical literacy. Dynamic, local and international coaches work with small groups of boys and girls to develop these skills and teamwork in a fun, non-competitive, educational environment.

PRE-K to GRA 8

Classes + After School

To get started, contact Seth Peloso - Director (Catholic Youth Organization)
Phone: 646.794.2050
Email: Seth.Peloso@archny.org